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Marketed By:

S  T 180 H

The Slide T 180 Harvester was developed for picking 
up all types of  high density crops, such as spring mix, 
spinach, chard, etc. The stainless steel cutting band saw 
blade cuts off  the crop within 1/2 inch of  the bed top 
and the full width belt feeds the packers on the rear 
platform. Some of  the special features are cutting height 
controlled by a proportional electro-hydraulic sensor 
that guarantees for a perfect cutting height control 
without damaging the products; hydraulic belt speed 
is controlled by manual valve operated by the packers, 
built-in brush for cleaning, large holder for empty and 
full boxes, adjustable height for leveling, and four ad-
justable furrow depth wheels.
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180 Slide T Harvester 71" 86.6" 118" 63" 84" 66" 990#

S :

F :


  Cat. II, 3-point hitch
  Cutting width of  71 inches (180 cm)
  PTO driven self  contained hydraulic system with 
  oil cooler and reservoir
 Cutting height controlled by a proportional electro-
  hydraulic sensor that guarantees for a perfect cutting 
  height control without damaging the products
 Parallelogram system made of  two independent frames
 Minimum tractor power required - 50 HP, must have
  creeper speeds or hydrostatic
 The operating speed of  the harvester will vary between 
  3/4 to 2 miles per hour, depending on the crop
 Belt mounted on a stainless steel frame
  Cutting system has a single stainless steel band 
  saw blade
  Cutting band saw blade turns on self-centering pulleys 
  covered with rubber that guarantees for better reliability 
  and life of  the blade
  The conveyor belt is built with non-toxic material for 
  handling food
 The harvester will handle crops up to 15.8" (40 cm) tall
  Hydraulic belt speed is controlled by a manual valve
  Brush built-in for cleaning the conveyor belt
  Adjusting side light from the soil level multiplier
 Fold-up foot board on the back
  Large holder for empty and full boxes
  Four adjustable furrow depth wheels with 16 x 6.50 - 
  8 ply tires

Slide T 180 HarvesterSlide T 180 Harvester

Self-contained hydraulic system 
with oil cooler and reservoir

Controls to rotate the belt, 
blade, and stop button

PTO driven dual hydraulic
pumps and speed-up gearbox

NOTE: Cutting width also available, 55" (140 cm), 
59" (150 cm), 63" (160 cm), and 67" (170 cm)
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